
A game of intergalactic conquest

It is a period of war. The intergalactic empires of Enate and 
Kurth have grown desperate, as scare resources have forced 
them to aggressively expand across the universe. They use 
planetary nodes as instruments of war, consuming entire star 
systems in the blink of an eye. Now the two empires compete 
for the final goal: complete domination of the universe.

In Star Duel, you control strategic galactic nodes to gain 
Energy, Minerals, Population, and Influence, then use those 
resources to CRUSH your opponent.
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COMPONENTS 

MAP BOARD (1)  

PLAYER BOARDS (2)  

NODE CARDS (30)  
22 Planetary Node Cards 
8 Node Programming Cards 

RESOURCE TOKENS (8) 
2 Influence Tokens 
2 Energy Tokens 
2 Population Tokens 
2 Minerals Tokens
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Game Setup
1. Place the Influence, Population, and Minerals Resource Tokens on the 

spaces marked 0 on the Player Boards. Place the Energy Resource Tokens 
on the space marked 3 on the Player Boards.  

2. Sort the Node cards, according to the card backs.  
3. Give the four Kurth Node Programming cards to the player controlling 

Kurth and the four Enate Node Programming cards to the player 
controlling Enate.  

4. Shuffle the three Tier 1 Kurth Node cards and three Tier 1 Enate Node 
cards and randomly place them face-up on the spaces as shown in the 
setup diagram.  

5. Shuffle the 10 Tier 2 Node cards and place 8 of  them face-down on the 
spaces shown in the setup diagram.  

6. Shuffle the six Tier 3 Node cards and place four of  them face-down on the 
spaces shown in the setup diagram.
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Kurth Tier 1 cards are 
placed face-up

Enate Tier 1 cards are 
placed face-up

Tier 2 and 3 cards are 
placed face-down



GAME OVERVIEW 
In Star Duel, players take turns activating, 
exhausting, and moving their nodes while also 
attacking the nodes of  their opponent. The 
player who best manages his network of  nodes 
will emerge victorious.  

TURN OVERVIEW 
At the beginning of  each turn, the players 
choose two of  their Node Programming cards, 
orient them to match their coordinates for a 
node, and reveal the cards to the other player. 
The player that programmed the lower 
number goes first. After the first player 
completes his actions for the turn, the second 
player performs his actions and then a new 
turn begins. 

On a player's turn, the player may perform 
each of  the following actions one time and in 
any order: 

1. Execute Program [target a node, replace a 
node, or produce energy] 

2. Exhaust node; 
3. Move node. 

WINNING THE GAME 
A player wins immediately if  his opponent is 
ever reduced to 0 influence or 0 population. 
Additionally, a player wins if  he controls all 
available nodes at the end of  a round.

Playing the Game
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In this example, the Kurth player programmed 12 and targets 
the space with the Kurth (blue) 12 coordinates. The Enate 
player programmed 21 and targets the space with the Enate 
(red) 21 coordinates. The Kurth player goes first because he 
programmed a lower number than the Enate player. If  the 
Kurth player had programmed 44 or if  the Enate player had 
programmed 52, the two players would be targeting the same 
node.Node Card

Activation 
Requirements

Defense

Exhaustion  
Bonus

Activation 
Bonus

Node programming example



EXECUTE PROGRAM 
At the beginning of  each turn, both players use their Node 
Programming cards to program a two digit number. The 
number determines which of  three actions (Target Node, 
Replace Node, Produce Energy) a player can take. If  the 
number correlates to a player’s coordinates, the player uses a 
Target Node action. If  a player programs “14,” they use a 
Replace Node action. If  a player programs, “15,” they use a 
Produce Energy action. 

1. Target a Node  
To target a node, a player must be able to reach the node from 
his home world without passing through a space occupied by an 
inactive node or a node controlled by his opponent. The player 
reduces his Energy resource by 1 for each space traveled (to 
include the space of  the targeted node). If  the target node is 
inactive (no player controls it), then a player is targeting the 
node to activate it. If  the target node is controlled by a player’s 
opponent, then the player is targeting the node to attack it. 

• Activate a Node 
To activate an inactive node, a player’s Population and 
Minerals resources on their player board must meet or 
exceed the node’s activation requirements (Tier 1 nodes do 
not have activation requirements). When the node is 
activated, the player gains 1 Influence and receives the 
activation bonus, adjusting the resources on his player 
board accordingly. The player should rotate the node card so that the activation bonus is 
facing him, and the defense is facing his opponent, and the card should cover the 
activating player’s coordinates. Flip over any face-down node cards adjacent to the activated 
node. 

• Attack a Node 
To attack a node, a player must reduce his Population and Minerals resources on his player board in any combination that equals 
the targeted node's defense. For example, if  a node has a defense of  3, a player could use 1 Population and 2 Minerals to attack 
the Node. The attacked node is removed from the game, and the player that controlled the node loses 1 Influence. 

II. Replace Node 
If  a player programs “14” with his Node Programming cards, he can replace any inactive, face-up node card with a node card from 
the same tier. Once the extra tier cards are exhausted, players cannot take the Replace Node action. 

III. Produce Energy 
If  a player programs “15” with his Node Programming cards, he increases his Energy resource by 2. 

EXHAUST NODE 
A player can exhaust one node he controls per turn. However, the player cannot exhaust a node in the same turn it was activated. 
When a player exhausts a node, he loses 1 Influence and receives the exhaustion bonus, adjusting the resources on his player board 
accordingly. The exhausted node is removed from play. 

MOVE NODE 
A player can move one node her controls per turn, to include a node that was activated that turn. A node can be moved to any open 
space, as long as the node does not pass through an inactive node or a node controlled by the player's opponent. Alternatively, a player 
can swap the locations of  two nodes he controls, as long the nodes do not pass through an inactive node or a node controlled by the 
player's opponent. 

In this example, the Kurth player can target Node 
22 because he can draw a path to the node 
without passing through an inactive node or node 
controlled by an opponent. The Kurth player must 
reduce his Energy resource by 2 to target the node.

Actions
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Node targeting example


